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Turnbull Crowned 1978
Miss Longwood
dance routine to*Nadia's Theme"
A lively rendition of "I'd Rather
Be Blue" from the musical
"Funny Girl" was sung by Carol
Atkinson with John Hudson
as her accompianist. Ellen
Farmer recited a dramatic
monologue from the play "The
Diary of Anne Frank." Kim
Turnbull accompanied by John
Hudson on the piano played a
piece from the Romantic Era,
overture by Don Jon on the
flute. While displaying an acrylic
painting, Patricia Shirey played
a
well-known
"Warshaw
Concerto." In memory of her
father, Carolyn Craft accompanied by John Hudson on the
piano sang "With One More Diok
At You." Mary Beth Carey
danced to the overture of the
broadway musical "Annie".
Linda Kulp rendered a serious
monologue entitled "Revelation
Upon Ourselves" by Patti K.
Chapman with John Hudson
playing "There's Ix>ve" in the
background. To the
"Theme
from Rocky", Jill Zeavin did a
modern dance routine which was
choreographed by one her
friends.
During the
15
minute
intermission, the Longwood
Stage
Band
provided
entertainment,afterwards Lyndi
and Charlie sang "Riders to
the Stars."
I-ooking back on her reign
as Miss IxHigwood 1977, Lyndi
recalled some of the duties and
experiences of being Miss
Longwood. First of all you must
represent the college in the Miss
Virginia Pageant, the National
Tobacco Festival, parades in the
surrounding counties, and
serving as a judge in the Annual
Five County Fair. However, each
year for Miss Longwood is
Master of Ceremonies, Charlie Mason and 1977 Miss Longwood, different. Miss Longwood 1977
was the first to participate in the
Lyndi Cha Ikley, entertain the audience.
Peanut Festival.
Photo by Lori Felland
(Continued on Page 8)

By (jl'EEN HARDISON
And U)RETTA AUSTIN
On March 11, 1978 at 8:00 p.m.
in Jarman Auditorium, the
annual Miss Longwood Pageant
commenced with the Master of
Ceremonies, Charlie Mason
sinning a rendition of "Isn't She
Lovely" to the nine smiling
contestants, who were Teresa
Snellings, Carol Ann Atkinson,
Carolyn Craft, Ellen Paige
Farmer, Mary Elizabeth Carey,
Linda Louise Kulp, Kim
Turnball. Jill Zeavin and Patricia
Shirey. After the introduction of
the contestants, Miss I/ingwood
of 1977, Lyndi Chalkley was
introduced, followed by the M.C.
introducing the members of the
production staff, which consisted
of Ann I<eavitt, Deanna Deane,
Mary Woolfolk, Jane Tunstall,
Mary Kay McDaniel, Sharon
Janowich, Martha Bransford,
Robin Childress, Dr. T. C. Dalton,

Barbara Stonikinis, and Peggy
Golubic.
Lyndi
Chalkley
introduced the panel of judges
which consisted of Dr. and Mrs.
Richard Kidder, Mrs. Catherine
Heale, Mrs. Ola Thrasher. Ms
Barbara M. Allen, Mr. John Kelly
and Mr. Kelly Shoemaker.
As the Ixmgwood Stage Band
played
"My
Way'
the
contentants portrayed the
careers they wish to pursue by
dressing according. Some of the
careers mentioned were music,
medical and teaching.
Due to a gymnastics meet
Debbie Kinzel and Kim Furbee
were unable to perform. Thus,
Bunny Wadsworth did a selfchoreographed jazz routine.
Next on program was the talent
competition in which each
demonstrated their creative
abilities for the audience.
Teresa Snellings performed a
self-choreographed
modern

Faculty Votes On General

Miss Kim Turnbull was crowned 1978 Miss Longwood.
Photo by Lori Felland

Phonathon Nets Over
6,000
$

students who raised the most
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
Students manned the eleven money and the most pledges. On
phones in the Honor's Council Monday night, with 16 pledges,
Room from March 6-9 for the .lull Tracy, who got $290.00, and
Parents Annual Fund Phonathon, Pain Wagner, with $200. were lh<
which raised a total of $6,879.50 top callers Mike Mercil, with-12
This event was sponsored to raise pledges, collected $195,110 am!
money for the IXMIgWOOd College Beverly Reaves, with ll pledges,
Foundation, which provides had $220.00 the next night
money for campus needs where Wednesday luce prizes were
state funds are not available. The awarded to volunteers Ann
Foundation also provides money Lougheed, With 20 pledges and
for student scholarships and $285.00; Debbie Whctsell, with 1«
loans, classroom supplies and pledges and $256.00; and Kathy
i ultural activities. For example. Lynch, with 16 pledges and
the Foundation helped fund the $260.00. The final night. Valeria
appearance of the Russian poet. Campbell came up with IS
pledges for $225.00 and Sabina
Voznesensky in the fall
On Monday night, a total of Wilson had 14 pledges for a total
around $1,600.00 was raised. The of $175.00.
Credit must go to Ms. .lanet
next night tallied at $l,:i0Q.0ii
Hedrick.
Director Of Annual
Wednesday night was the high
Funds
and
the Student Alumni
point in the campaign when the
pledges totaled $2,107.00. The Association members lor doing
final night the count stood at an outstanding organizational job
leading to a successful lund
roughly $1,700.00.
Prizes were awarded to the drive

5

Education Revisions
Dean Carolyn Wells. Miss
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
On Monday, March 6, the Barbara Bishop was named
faculty met to vote on the Chairman of this committee
proposed revisions in the general which included Dr. William
studies program recommended Frank, Dr. Eleanor Bobbitt, Dr.
by the Ad Hoc Committee to Marvin Scott, Dr. Richard
Stud)
General
Education Kidder, Dr. James Helms, and
Requirements. Sections I and II Mrs. Frances Hamlett, who acted
were defeated, while Sections III as secretary.
Their charge was
"to
and IV passed. Thus, the only
change in the General Education determine whether the general
requirements will be the wording education requirements should
the
same
for
all
under the Natural Sciences and be
undergraduates
who
seek
a
the choice of mathematics and-or
degree from Ixuigwood College,
computer sciences
On October 26,1976, the Ad Hoc 01 whether there should be
Committee was appointed by different requirements for the

various degrees, majors and-or
programs within the College"
and to determine whether any
1 hanges are appropriate within
the various subdivisions of
general education including
humanities, social sciences.
mathematics, natural science
and health and physical
education "
A study of the General
Education Requirements had not
been made since 1969. According
to Miss Bishop, the committee
tried to get faculty and student
input on any changes
I ontinued on Page 81
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Kathy Dolan and Betty Vaughn call parents in the Phonathon
Photo by Debbie Northern
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Colleagues Tapped-Byrd Chosen
As Head Colleague

By JANET ALLEN
On Tuesday, March 7, in the
Lankford Gold Room, the
Colleagues for 1978-1979 were
tapped in a candlelight
ceremony. Head colleague will be
Tammy Byrd.Aiding Tammy will
be Deborah Ashley, Susan
Anstey, Karen Baker, Lois
Baker, Andre Barsoni, Suzanne
Birdsall, Margaret Ellis, Byron
Bracey, Beth Breckinridge,
Janet Brinkley, Donna Bruce,
Robert Boyd, Val Campbell, Jane
Carter, Melody Crawley, and
Sandi Cram. Also helping orient
the new freshmen will be I*iura
Cole, Betsy Cooper, Ruth Coyner,
I>ori Davis, Jim Dunn, Janice
Joyce
Eisner,
Past and present head colleagues Jan Bates and Tammy Byrd Eggleston,
Darlene
Holland,
Edie
Fletcher,
look forward to the fall.
Photo by Howard Fox
Suzanne French, Darlene Foster,
Margaret Fowler, and Brian
domes.
The list continues with Lisa

Plans Being Make To

Make College Barrier Free
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
About a year ago, HEW
Secretary Joseph Califano signed
the regulations implementing
Section 504 of the Vocational
Rehabilitation Act of 1973. This
section stated that all facilities
receiving HEW funding must
make all their services
accessible to the handicapped,
employers may not discriminate
against the disabled; free public
education will be available for
disabled children; and all
programs at HEW-supported
colleges and universities will be
made available to the disabled.
By June 1980, all high schools,
community colleges, and colleges
must be made barrier free. The
federal government has left it up
to the states and colleges to fund
this project, which is creating
problems.
The
federal
government does not wish to give
federal
monies
for
the
implementation of barrier-free
facilities, and the states and
colleges do not have the funds.
Dr. William Peele, vice
President for the Administration
at Ixmgwood says this college is
in the developmental planning
stages to comply with HEWfl
regulations He said that no one
was opposed to the concept and
Longwood has been trying to dn
this for years.
Di Peele commented that so
far the estimated tall) for costs of
the project range between
$250,000 to $350,000. The costs tor
such schools as University of
Virginia and Virginia Tech go
much higher At .i recent meeting
to discuss this problem, one
university found that it would
WK'A 50 million dollars if it were
to strict!) abide i>\ the

regulations.
According to Dr. Peele,
Ixingwood has estimated it will
cost around $20,000 just in the
construction of such things as
ramps. Two per cent of the
residence hall capacity must be
able to handle handicapped
students. Some of the costs will
have to be met through auxiliary
enterprises, such as student fees.
1 /ongwood is interested in ways
to provide programs for the
handicapped and yet save
money. They will have to decide
what will need to be done to make
buildings accessible, such as
either building elevators or
moving classes to another
building.
An architect suggested that
Stubbs would be the best
place economically to house
handicapped students. This
proposal has not been seriously
considered by the college
administration.
Many campuses are finding
that making all its programs
accessible does not mean making
every building accessible,
according to the College Press
Service. Volunteer efforts to
provide services for the disabled
often result in the receiptof state,
federal or grant money.
Small groups of students,
faculty and staff founded the
Office of Programs for Students
with Disabilities at the State
University of New York. For a
year, volunteers and one paid
staff member ran the office until
B federal grant provided for three
and one half paid staff workers.
The grant also provided an
increase in services which
included
counseling
and
advocac) assistance for students
on and off campus.

Home Furnishings Class
Takes Trip
ByPAULA JOHNSON
Despite the treacherous ice
that fell across Virginia last
Wednesdaj. March 8, the Home
Furnishings class, under the
direction of Mellnda Ingram,
wenl t» WiUiamsburg to see some
of the original pieces of the
period. Prior to their visit the
class had been studying the
history of home furnishings.
While there, Miss Ingram and
her group toured the George

Wythe House, the Governor's
Palace, and the cabinet maker's
shop. The group also took in the
Craft House, which had furniture reproductions of the
WiUiamsburg period, and the
bakery, which was a treat on
such a cold and wet day. Many of
the students we.nl in "to see the
way the people of WiUiamsburg
lived." Miss Ingram stated that
the trip was an enhancement to
the class.

Howell, Donna Hughes, Lynn
Alderman, Valorie Hall, Ceresa
Haney, Joanne Harrell, Jan
Hayden, Diane Jeffries, Bonnie
Jones, Pam Jones, T. C. Jones,
Nicole King, Karen I-ane, Anna
Marie Iiee Masters, and Melanie
Lowery.
Troy Luckett, John Machen,
Helen Masters, Pam Mayo,
Susan
McClelland,
Joan
Elizabeth
McLarin,
Meg
Mistretta, Keith Moore, Becky
Myers, Karen Norman, Anne
Niezgoda, Donna Nuchols, Linda
Nugent, Betsy Price, Joye Posey
and Norma Jean Poe will add
their experience and talent to the
group.
Also Beth Parrot, Mary
Purdham, Vee Riggs, Kelly
Sanderson,
Kim
Stapler,
Michelle Smith, Joy Serine, Mary
Soles, Judi Stanley, Doug Strobel,
Beth Slater, Karen Stone, and

Neil Sullivan will join the group.
Norma Taliaferro, Deborah
Thomas,
Patricia
Lynn
Unmussing, Dawn Vass, Ann Via,
Pam Wagner, David Woll,
Katherine Watson, Sherry
Wiggins, Penny Williams,
Juliana Worsham, Beth Wright,
and Susan Wright complete the
list.
Head Colleague, Tammy Byrd,
is a member of Alpha lambda
Delta (honorary society I, S.E.A.,
Concert Choir, and Alpha
Gamma Delta sorority.
The Colleagues' purpose, as
stated in their constitution, "will
be to work with the orientation
program for the entering
Freshmen in order to make their
initial contact with college life as
warm
and
pleasant
an
experience as possible.

Thefts Increase On CampusStudents Urged To Take Precautions
By BECKY BENNICK
During the past few weeks,
Ix>ngwood College has been the
scene of numerous thefts. To
date, the thief has not been
arrested; however, Campus
Police are keeping a careful
watch on the campus grounds.
Lankford and the physical
education buildings have been
the key targets. Two weeks ago

$150 was stolen from the book
store. Mr. Harper said that while
one person was being helped at
the back of the store, another
person stole the money from
behind the counter.
Mrs. Ennis, a secretary in the
S-UN office, had her pocketbook
stolen. While Mr. Dent and a
secretary were doing paperwork,
someone stole Mrs. Ennis' purse

S-UN Features Guitarist
The Student Union will present
Mr. Barry Drake on March 31 at
8:00 p.m. in the Gold Room.
Barry Drake was born in
Jersey City, New Jersey.
Attending Manhattan College,
disguised as a pre-med student,
he fell in with numerous
undesirables and before long was
caught up in the folk music
revival going on in Greenwich
Village.
Barry began playing at
coffeehouses and colleges in the
area and quickly lost interest in
academic pursuits. One day in
1967, Barry found himself on a
Greyhound bus en route to San
Francisco's Haight-Ashbury.
While there he played his music
in the coffeehouses of North
Beach.
An opportunity to attend
graduate school in Oceanography
was too much to resist and he was
on his way to California again
after getting a B.S. in Biology in
New York. As fate would have it,
Barry, once again, spent most of
his time playing his music in San
Francisco, and never made it
back to grad school.
He returned to New York to
work the clubs in Greenwich
Village and quickly became a
member of the guitar toting
songwriter community there.
Eventually, the creeping self
doubt and depression, common to
the artist trapped in an
insensitive city, sent Barry
scurrying on a journey to Europe
and North Africa. The trip ended
with
a
very
successful
appearance at the Cambridge
Folk Festival and some
recording offers.
Coming back to the states in
1970, he moved to Woodstock,
NY. and accepted a recording
contract with Capitol records. An
album, "Happylanding" i Capitol

St-776) was released, produced
by the heavy hand of Terry
Knight. Barry, displeased with
the over-produced album, left
Capitol and turned his efforts to
playing live music, in front of live
audiences, his own way. He
toured the country with The
National Coffee House Circuit for
four years. Feeling the need to
grow and be in control of his own
fate, Barry left the National
Circuit to go on his own. In the
past six years he has played at
more than 100 colleges and clubs.
Barry is currently living high
in
New
York's
Catskill
Mountains, working on new songs
and getting out on the road as
often as possible.

from the front office. It was found
on the stairs outside the bowling
alley with all the money missing.
Other people have had wallets
emptied, too. Ms. Harris of the
Physical Education Department,
had her wallet stolen from her
desk while she was in the next
room making a phone call. It was
found in the trash can in the
ladies' room at McDonald's.
Again, only money was taken.
The Campus Police are quite
concerned about this matter.
Lieutenant Webb said that as
many as five to six thefts have
been reported each week.
Usually it is money and
pocketbooks that are taken, but
other things, such as keys, have
been taken as well.
I,t Webb asks students to
report to Campus Police any
unauthorized person seen in a
dormitory or classroom building.
He also suggests trying to give a
complete description of the
person so that a suspect card can
be filled out.
In addition, Lt. Webb suggests
that students not carry large
amounts of cash on them. They
should lock up their valuables
and keep a close watch on their
checkbooks. These practices may
help discourage future thefts.

Barry Drake will be performing in the Gold Room on March 31.
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Poet, Novelists Will Read At Literary Festival
By QUENTIN VEST
Poetry and fiction will share
the spotlight during this year's
Ijterary Festival, sponsored by
the English Department in
cooperation with the GYRE. The
three-day series of public
readings set for April 3, 4, and 5
will feature an all-Virginia lineup, including an appearance by
Otis Douglas, a member of the
Ixmgwood faculty.
Headlining the festival will be
novelist Allen Wier, who taught
creative writing at Ijongwood
during the early !970's and helped
to establish the current series of
literary programs by enticing to
Ixmgwood such noted authors as
David Madden (Wier's mentor at
\SU) and Erica Jong. Mr. Wier's
wife, Dara, appeared in last
year's festival, reading from her
new book, BLOOD, HOOK &
EYE. Allen Wier himself has two
books scheduled for publication
later this year by Ii>U Press — a
collection of short stories and a
novel. His stories have appeared
widely in some of America's most
prestigious literary magazines,
such as the Georgia Review and
the Carolina Quarterly. Wier

currently teaches in the writing
program at Hollins College. Allen
Wier will read on Tuesday
evening, April 4, at 7:00 in I.ankford ABC.
Poet Joseph Garrison will open
the Festival on Monday night,
April 3, at 7:00 in East Ruff tier
306 ion the third floor near the
Rotunda). In addition to being a
prize-winning and widelypublished poet, Garrison is a
Professor of English at Mary
Baldwin College, a classical
guitarist, and, as he puts it, "the
husband of the only practicing
woman attorney in Augusta
County, Virginia." He has
published many important
essays and articles on American
Literature. Nearly every serious
student of Edgar Allan Poe has
read Garrison's essay, "The
Function of Terror in the Work of
Edgar Allan Poe." Poe's influence on Garrison is discernible
in several ways, but above all in
the quiet, hypnotic intensity with
which he reads his own poetry. At
VCU's Festival of Virginia Poets
in 1975, Garrison electrified an
audience on a dreary November
afternoon. His performance was

highly praised in the next day's
papers.
Novelist-critic-poet Ron
Carter, probably most familiar to
Virginia readers as a regular
reviewer of fiction for the Richmond Times-Dispatch, will also
participate, reading one of his
most recent stories and perhaps
some of his poems. But by far the
most familiar face and voice will
DIVING INTO YOURSELF
by JOSEPH GARRISON
Standing at the end
of a three-meter board,
you need the twelve feet
of water in the well.
You count up the years,
like the pennies you sec.
since you were a swan.
You lean out and look
at the face flickering
back at you, not yours
but like one you have
recalled from a dream.
You remember your past,
its breech presentations.
Now is the time to find
yourself, to meet yourself
the right way, head
first, when you go down
into your rising image,
leaving only the sound
of a single, round pebble
and the widening rings
that mark the place
where you have entered.

belong to Otis Douglas, who make
his second appearance for the
GYRE festival. Mr. Douglas, a
product of the high-powered MFA
program at the University of
Iowa i which also produced
Flannery O'Connor), also holds
an M.A. from Auburn University.
He, too. will read from his recent
fiction. Time and place for the
readings by Carter and Douglas
will be announced.
This year's festival should
serve as proof that Virginia
continues to provide a home for
some of this country's most
vigorous and original creative
work, and that some very in-

teresting writing is bein^ done
right here m our own area. While
the Literary Festival has brought
such world-famous writers as
Russia's Andrei Voznesensky.
South Africa's K/ekiel Mphalele,
and Robert Penn Warren to
Ixmgwood, the festival this year
expresses its continuing commitment to exposing the
Longwood audience to the best
writers from our own state
All sessions of the festival are
(•pen to the public at no charge.
The GYRE and the English
Department invite everyone to
attend and have a face-to-face
encounter with today's literature

Copyright 1978
by Joseph Garrison.
Used In permission.
..

'Angel Street'
April 5-fi

Photographs by Karen Hairfield will be displayed until Friday.
Photo by Lori Felland

Showcase Gallery
Ends Friday
A collection of photographs by
Karen Hairfield, of Bon Air, are
currently on exhibit in the
Showcase Gallery at I>ongwood
College.
The exhibit is open to the public
in the Reading Rooms of the
lankford Student Union Building
through March 17.
Miss Hairfield graduated from
Ixmgwood in 1976 and is currently
employed by the Virginia
Museum of Fine Arts in the
Programs Division of the
Department
of Statewide
Services.
Her work has been shown in a
one-woman show at First &
Merchants National Bank in

Richmond and in two previous
one-woman shows at Ixmgwood.
She did a great deal of art work
for John Dalton's gubernatorial
campaign and inauguration and
served on several occasions as
staff photographer, covering
rallies, receptions and other
campaign functions.
While a student at Ixmgwood,
Miss
Hairfield
studied
photography independently and
did work for the Longwood
College Company of Dancers, the
newspaper staff, and the art
department.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J.W. Hairfield, of Bon Air.

Psych Club Hosted Speaker
By CHRYSTAL EDWARDS
On March 9, the Psychology
Club sponsored a lecture in the
reading rooms of Lankford from
7-8 p.m. Ms. Viann Lynch of
Richmond's Dooley School and a
former Longwood student
lectured on autistic and
handicapped children. She

By DEBBIE NORTHERN
From April 5-8 in Jarman at 8
p.m., the production "Angel
Street" will be performed under
the direction of Dr. Douglas
Young.
The play is a three-act
Victorian mystery play by
Patrick Hamilton. This play was
produced on Broadway in 1941
and was made into a movie under
the title "Gaslight."
Dr. Young describes the plot as
follows: "Under the guise of
kindliness, Mr. Manningham is
torturing his wife Madness."
Mrs. Manningham's mother had
died of insanity and by
convincing her that she is hiding
things, Mr. Manningham slowly
got her to believe that she is
following in her mother's
footsteps.
The stage manager is Kathryn
Renard and set designer is
Benjamin Emerson.
Diane Simonini portrays Bella
Manningham. Bob Webber, a
professor of math at Ixmgwood
plays the role of Jack
Manningham. Others in the
production are Glenn Iieftwich as
Sergeant Rough, Linda Kulp as
Elizabeth, Michelle McCollum as
a maid, and Jack Talley and
Rusty Hurley as policemen.

FRESHMAN
PRODUCTION
MARCH 15
8:00

presented her own experiences as
well as factual information about
these exceptional children with
an informal speech, slides, and
other visual aids. Approximately
35 enjoyed this event and a
reception at Dr. Edward Smith's
home concluded this occasion.

JARMAN
FREE
Refreshments
Will Be Sold

Poet Joseph Garrison will open the Festival on April 3.

Barnes Special Colloquium
Speaker
In celebration of the fifth
anniversary of the Ijongwood
College Faculty Colloquium, the
Colloquium Committee has
scheduled a special guest lecture
by Hazel E. Barnes, professor of
humanities at the University of
Colorado,
Boulder.
and
inter nationally recognized
authority on the existentalist
philosopher, Jean-Paul Sartre.
Dr. Barnes will speak on
Thursday evening, March .10, at 8
o'clock in the Molnar Recital
Hall, Wygal Building, on the
Ixmgwood campus. The public is
cordially invited to hear her
discuss "An Existentalist View ol
Human Relations."
Immediately following the
lecture, there will be a reception
in the Gold Room of the Lankford
Building.
Dr. Barnes has published three
translations of the writings of
Sartre. She is also the author (if
seven books, including "An
Existentalist Ethics." "The
University As The New Church,"
"Sartre," and "The Meddling
Gods — Four Essays on Classical
Themes." In addition, she has
written articles and reviews for
some 25 professional journals.
In 1962, Dr. Barnes was
featured in a series of 10 halfhour television shows on
existentahsm. These programs,
under the title "Self Encounter,"
were telecast on educational
television channels throughout
the country.

She was selected as a Phi Beta
Kappa Visiting Scholar in l!»74-7[>
and again this year In 1963, she
was chosen to give the Annual
Research Lecture at the
University of Colorado, the
highest honor that institution's
faculty can give one of its
members. She is also the
recipient of the University of
Colorado's Medal and Teaching
Recognition Award and holds a
Guggenheim Fellowship this
year
The Ixmgwood College Faculty
Colloquium was established by
unanimous vote of the faculty in
1973 as a forum wherein research
or special studies could be shared
with colleagues, students, and the
public. The Colloquium has as its
goal the presentation of the work
of the faculty which is beyond the
regular classroom lecture.
Colloquium lectures during the
ensuing five years have been: Dr.
Rosemary Sprague, Dr. I..
Raymond Fawcett, Dr. Robert I*.
Webber, I)r Paul S Hesselmk,
Dr. Richard L Brodesky, Dr. F.
Richard Kldder, Dr. Charles w
Sydnor, Jr., Dr. I.eta Jane
Holman, Dr. Robert E. Blasch,
Joseph J, l,aw, Dr. Mary G.
Cristo, Barbara !,. Bishop, Dr.
James E. McCray, Dr. Gilbert
John Millar, L Marshall Hall,
Dr. Michael C. Lund, Dr.
Elizabeth W. Etheridge, Dr. John
S. Peale, and Dr. Gordon M.
Stewart.
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LETTERS

FROM THE EDITOR . .

Cockroaches
In hood

In the latest faculty meeting on March 6, the
Faculty voted against any new changes in the General
Education Requirements. The committee worked hard
in preparing new guidelines, which probably had some
met its and were designed to make the student a wellrounded, educated person.
But one aspect that most educators seem to
overlook are courses designed, not only to better the
lives of the students, but society as a whole. Courses
such as first aid and CPR should be a vital, manatory
part of anyone's education.
U. S. News and World Report recently printed an
open letter urging all high schools in the nation to offer
CPR courses. Should American colleges do no less?
With the rate of deaths due to heart failure on the rise,
everyone should be taught what to do if confronted with
this type of emergency.
As of now, I.ongwood only offers first aid courses
to Physical Education Majors, while this course should
he taught to prepare students for everyday emereenies. This course apparently is well taught and those
taking it are able to rationally respond to situations
they arc confronted with and this spontaneous reactions might just save a life. They certainly saved min<\
(in Friday. March 10, while eating lunch, part of
my hamburgc" became lodged in my windpipe. Unable
to breath. I attempted to dislodge this particle by
swallowing Coke and coughing, all to no avail. My
friends at the table immediately upon noticing what
was wrong tried to help. One slapped me sharply on the
back and when this failed ran to find help. Fortunately,
a member of a first aid class was at the table, Laura
Hell She nad just learned the technique of reaching
around the chocking victim and placing the palm of the
hand against the chest and pushing. This she eflertivelv used on me. instantly dislodging the food. I
thank the first aid teacher and Laura for this action.
I. myself, would have been unsure what to do in
Ihis type of situation, which could occur any day. The
majority of the student body arc likewise ignorant of
basic emergency procedures. Therefore, The Rotunda
HUMS the faculty, and administration to make First
Aid classes available to more students or require
Iheni as General Education requirements. This type of
< our; e is just as important, if not more so. in causing
students to make quick, logical judgements and
benefiting society as a whole.

Dear Editor,
The cockroach is actually a
very clean insect. In fact, the
first thing a cockroach will do if
touched by a human is clean
himself. Although much could be
said about the cleanliness of the
cockroach's habits, nothing can
be said about the cleanliness of
his habitat. Cockroaches live and
breed in an environment that is
usually characterized by filth or
unsanitary conditions.
I charge that conditions such as
these are actually allowed to
exist in our own dining hall here
at I/mgwood. On Monday, March
fi. 1978. while making one of my
rare appearances in our dining
hall, I was confronted by one such
dastardly creature having a field
day in our bread basket. I
subsequently made it a point to
introduce the culprit to Mr.
Klassen, who obligingly produced
a new basket of fresh bread. I
have no idea what course of
action was taken after the
incident, but I venture to guess
that very little, if anything, was
done to relieve our dining hall of
this infestation.
Being no authority on the
subject of food preparation and
handling, I must regretfully
abstain from offering any
solution to this problem.
However, I feel that it is my duty
as a student of I»ngwood to
inform my peers of the conditions
that exist in our dining hall, as
establishment that could neither
exist nor operate without our
support.
Gregory L. Whalen
South Cunningham

+ + + + +
( ongratulations Phone-a-thon members on having
contributed so much to the I.ongwood College Foundation, which will be using the pledged money to help
the college and the student body. The Rotunda wishes
In ;iK(. thank the parents, who made this year's drive a
HANK DAI.HMAN

sliceess.
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Senior Spotlight

Music Is Dahlman''s Life
By ALVIN CASTLE
The next time you say hello to
Hank Dahlman in passing, and he
doesn't respond, don't feel
insulted. He's busy.
'When things are on my mind,
I can walk right by people and not
even know they're there."
A lot of people misunderstand
Hank. Some think he's pushy,
some think he's a snob. But, he
values his time at Ixwgwood and
uses it purposefully. Hank didn't
achieve notoriety here until he
played the lead role in Fiddler on
the Roof as well as it can be
played. Not bad for a music
major who considers drama a
sideline. Considering he has to
take seven classes to get 16
credits, there's not much time for
sidelines or anything else.
Ever since his senior year at
Jefferson High School in Tampa,
Florida, Hank has been on a
direct line toward his major goal;
to teach music.
"I get more satisfaction seeing
someone else perform something
that I've taught them than doing
it myself."
Believe that.after he has turned
down such offers as touring the
Midwest with his band as a backup to a major group two years
ago.
"It was a big decision to make
after a bad year at Milligan"
(Milligan College, Johnson City,
Tennessee.)
But, it was the strong education
department at Ix>ngwood and, the
presence of Dr. McCray that
influenced Hank to attend here.
"I knew there was a lot of antimale sentiment here as well as
racial hang-ups. But, the choral
department is top quality and
there's a good vocal program,"
he stated.
Indeed, music is Hank's life. He
plays bass guitar, guitar, piano,
tuba and baritone and sings. Like
most knowledgeable music
people, he can appreciate all
forms. •Well, with the exception
of I^wrence Welk. That's the
kind of music you hear in a
dentist s office. I wouldn't buy a
Feron Young album, either."
Hank's life sounds typical show
business. Of course, he was born
in Manhatten, New York. He's
the son of an ex-producer who
quit the business to repair
broken-down boats. Still, today,
Hank must go to the water to
relax. He has bummed around

and worked odd jobs to keep
money in his pocket. Paying his
dues, so to speak. But, why would
he pick Ixmgwood?
"It's not as bad as people make
it sound. I knew the HampdenSydney situation was a little
weird. It took a little while to get
used to the MG's cruising around
campus."
"I will say one thing for the
Honor System. In terms of
cheating, it's very fair. But, it's
scary to think you could get
thrown out of school for being
caught with a girl at five after
ten. On the other hand, that rule
doesn't affect people on 3rd floor
Frazer."
"1 guess that's just Virginia.
It's the most conservative state
in the Union."
Hank Dahlman may never be
famous. But, he'll be happy and
successful.
"My whole bag used to be
success. But, I can see people
who have reached the goals I
have set for myself and they're
miserable. That's tragic. I
believe life is organic. For it to
hold meaning, you have to have
solid beliefs. Security in your
principles. Your life is constantly
changing. If you don't change
with it, you'll stagnate and rot.
Make yourself happy with what
you have."
It's the low-key approach that
turns on Hank. He wants conduct
and perhaps compose the music,
not perform it. He wants to teach
it, not play it. He'll always be in
music, however. He couldn't do
work he didn't enjoy. "The work
is my reward." "A lot of people
don't work at the things they like
because they never took the time
to find out what they like or
believe in.
Our sense of values must be all
screwed up. It's disgusting that
people
arc
starving
in
Appalachia while we are
inventing new and improved
ways to blow up the world. Why,
because people won't do what
they believe or feel is right. They
just work 8-5 to survive. That's
existing, not living!"
Behind all the idealism, there is
a reality to Hank Dahlman. He is
very serious about his education.
He wouldn't waste his time if he
wasn't. Some times he over
extends himself to where he
walks past you in a daze.
(Continued on Page 6)
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Campus School Observes
ii
Arts Are Basic" Month
By
MARGARET HAMMERSLEY
In observance of Youth Art
Month and Music in our Schools
Week, the J.P. Wynne Campus
School is engaged in a variety of
activities integrating all of the
arts into "The Arts Are Basic
Month." This month is a
culmination of an entire year's
emphasis on the integration and
correlation of the varied art
courses, music, art, literature
and dance.
Initiating the month of
activities was the opening of the
Virginia
Art
Educators
Association's Youth Art Month

has her tempera composition, show up black," they explained of Barnard, teaching assistant in
"Machine Parts," on display. the process of batik.
physical education. All portions
The entry of fourth grader will be open to students and
Suzie traced machine parts,
enlarged them and then painted David Emmert is a chalk contour parents.
drawing of a boy wearing a
them with fluroescent paints.
Beginning the week on
Lisa Philbeck and Erica wooden mask, his hands poised Wednesday. March 29, will be a
Heinemann, also of the fourth over a drum.
program prepared by the second
A "magical place" is the grade to be presented to grades
grade, have exhibited each a
tempera batik of a tree. "We first subject of Joel Pepper's, who is in kindergarten through three. The
made a contour drawing of a tree the second grade, tempera program emphasizes repeated
patterns in music, art and
with chalk, then painted the tree painting.
Representing
kindergarten
is
and some background things with
movement.
Hand
made
tempera paints. Next we covered Mary McAdams' expressive percussion inst rum cut s,
the whole sheet with black ink. tempera composition. Upon decorated with the art work of
When the ink is washed off, all the looking at a college student repeated patterns, will be
parts of the picture not painted attired like a clown, Mary included. Material sung will
painted the way she felt about the consist of repeated forms
clown.
Employing creative dramatics
The exhibit opened last and movement, the children will
Wednesday, March 1, with a present working machines which
reception for the young artists. create patterns.
The children, accompanied by
The liOngwood College chapter
their parents, received a of Music Educators National
certificate of acceptance and had Conference Association will
a chance to view the exhibit. A present "Music Is Basic" for
highlight for David Emmert was grades four through seven.
a greeting from the Governor's March :?() at l p.m. The students
wife, "Mrs. Dalton was there, will perform examples of music
and she hugged me."
from various periods, opera to
Back at home, through the contemporary bluegrass
month of March, an exhibit of
Performers include Hank
two-dimensional art work will be Dahlman, singing "If 1 Were A
housed in the First National Bank Rich Man" (from "Fiddler On
in the Farmvillc Shopping The Roof"); Kenita Walker and
Center, the exhibit is open to the Audrey Evans, singing "The Cat
Duet;" and Charlie Mason
public during banking hours.
Integrating art with social and Dale Roller, performing
studies, the third and fourth bluegrass. Five college students
tes
graders are currently engaged in will also appear in a scene from
to special art activities. the opera, "The Old Maid and the
Third graders studying colonial Thief."
history are creating colonial
School Assembly
Creating their own arrangements to popular songs (from left I are: Wendy Seamster (at piano),
dolls from plastic bottles, and
Denise Wallace, Lynee Foster, Al Mason, Minka Stephens, Hampton McClellan, Butch Glass, and
dressing them in colonial A Hoot'n'Hollar assembly for the
costuming. Cardboard period entire school is scheduled for
Lisa Thornton.
(Photo Courtesy of Public Affairs)
homes and forts arc also being Friday. March ill at 1:15 p.m.
constructed to be displayed with Performing in the assembly will
the dolls. Contemplating magic be the school chorus and tin
and primitive man, fourth music elective class Having
graders are working with pinhole worked under the guidance ol
cameras constructed from tour college students as well as
Mrs. McCanless, the music
ever; it can also be seen in great expanses of the universe. oatmeal boxes
elective
students will perform
By BECKY BENNICK
Correlation of Arts
art. A study of Arab architecture
This handicap was greatly
Returning the week after ensemble with guitar, rccordei
The orderliness of nature is reveals a repetition of geometric reduced with the invention of the
and Harmonica. And a hand.
what Dr. Jacob Bronowski calls designs that constantly occur in telescope. Although Galileo was Easter vacation, the children will
comprised ol local school
"The Music of the Spheres," the nature. This symmetry is not the original inventor of this be involved in a week's activities children, is also scheduled for
title of the fifth film in his Ascent especially noticeable in the tool, he did build an improved which will once again emphasize performance.
of Man series. It is this cleavage planes of various version of it. The telescope the correlation of all the ails
Miss Cecil Kidd. the school's
orderliness that serves as the minerals.
allowed man to extend his range Music director, Mrs. Cathy librarian, has sponsored a lyric
basis for all elements of human
Music, too, took on a more of vision and to "explore" the McCanless, is organizing the contest. Contest winners will
program, working in conjunction
culture.
orderly arrangement, with tones celestial bodies.
i Continued 01) Page »i I
Pythagoras, the father of and
phrases flowing
as
As a result of his research, with Mrs. Wall and Sherr\
mathematics, was the first man structured units. Thus, through Galileo published a book entitled
to realize the importance of the time, the arts evolved with a "The Starry Messenger" in
right angle. Through this deeper sense of unity, a sense of which he expounded Copernicus'
important discovery, man was unity that ran parallel to the theory of a sun-centered
further able to recognize the unity in nature. They developed universe. Unfortunately the
underlying structure of the perspective.
public was not yet ready to
universe.
In the sixth film of the Ascent of disband their idea of an EarthFor instance, based on the man series, "The Starry centered universe.
Pythagorean theorem of the right Messenger," Brownowski traces
Most of Galileo's criticism did
angle, man was able to devise the course of scientific theory not come from public opposition,
various tools that aided him in from the discovery of stellar however. It came from the
charting the movement of the patterns to the findings of Catholic Church. Galileo was
heavenly bodies. Bronowski even Galileo.
considered a heretic for
referred to the wisement of the
One of the first indications of publishing doctrines the Church
Bible
as
being
ancient the influence of stellar patterns found unsupported in the Holy
astronomers. He also stated that was found in the migration of Bible. After several years of
Mohammad did not want the birds. Because the Southern private spying, the Church finally
Islamic religion to be based on hemisphere has no polar star, brought Galileo to trial.
miracles; rather, he wanted it to bird migration is not a common
After extensive questioning
be based on intellectual occurrence; however, in the and threatened torture, Galileo
contemplation.
Northern hemisphere, which has was forced to retract his
The Arabs greatly extended a polar star, it is a fairly common scientific statements and was
man's use of mathematics by phenomenon.
confined for the rest of his life
developing a written notation for
The recognition of star-related under strict house arrest.
This suppression of scientific
the number system. Through occurrences led to the increased
diffusion, the numerical concepts exploration of the heavens. Even inquiry could appear to be the
were brought to the Western ancient clocks were structure so force that would stop man's
world. Traders and soldiers as to relate to the positions of scientific development. However,
All seven Democratic hopefuls or their representatives for
spread the knowledge in their planets at different times of the with the birth of Isaac Newton,
the Senate nomination discussed current issues in a forum held |
year. Man definitely was aware the torch of scientific inhomelands.
The impact of mathematics that the heavens had some form vestigation would be passed,
in Jarman on March 12.
Photo by Debbie Northern
cannot only be seen in the of organization, but he did not and the Ascent of Man would
charting of the heavens, how- have the tools or equipment to see continue.
exhibit of work by Virginia
School children. Included in the
show on exhibit in the F&M
Center Gallery in Richmond arc
six works of art by campus
School children.
"We feel that the arts are basic
in developing a person as a
human being, stated Mrs.
Jacqueline Wall, director of art.
"The projects we are doing in art
help to develop perception, eyehand coordination, and other
skills which aid the children in
their other classes."
Suzie Rogers, a fourth grader,

*&A

Structure Of Universe Found
Through Mathmatics
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First Year Of Baseball Looks
Good For Lancers
BvROGER STRONG
"It's our first year. We haven't
recruited any players, yet we
hope to finish around 500," says
I/tngwood baseball coach Bill
McAdams. Optimistic'' Most
would think such an outlook (.500
season) to be a bit beyond the
capabilities of a first year college
level team. McAdams, however,
has a few reasons for believing in
the potential of this year's squad.
Although LC has not actively
recruited any players for this
season, they have managed to
come up with some bonafide
college talent. Possibly the
biggest key to Longwood's
success this year is Mike
Vermillion, a transfer from
Florida, the hotbed of college
baseball. Vermillion will be
counted on in many respects. His
most important role will be as a
pitcher. "We must get some
complete games out of the
starters if we're to be
successful," said McAdams.
Thai means that Vermillion, who
will be the backbone of the
pitching corps, must produce on
the mound for the lancers. He is
also an excellent hitter, (best on

the team according to Coach lacks experience, but "should be
McAdams) with a good stroke, able to do the job," says Coach
McAdams.
and enormous power.
Helping Vermillion with the
McAdams sees the lancer
pitching
duties will be Greg
infield as very capable. Holding
Gilliam,
a
sophomore, and Joe
down the first base duties will be
Link,
a
freshman.
Gilliam, who
freshman Mike Tubb out of
Benedictine High in Richmond. A will be counted on heavily as both
fine hitter, and good glove man, a starter and reliever, must
the 6'2", 185 pound Tubb should overcome a slight control
claims
Coach
provide an excellent target for problem,
McAdams.
The
coach
added,
the rest of the infield. The rest of
the infield includes H.L. Clay at however, that if Gilliam can
second base, Kevin Kidd at frequently find the strike zone, he
shortstop, Gary Reese at third, could become a big stopper on the
and Lynn Dyer, at catcher. Clay mound for the Lancers. Link,
is coming along well at second, with experience, could be a real
and will be better with some surprise for the lancers a little
experience under his belt. The later in the year.
For the most part, the
other portion of the LC keystone
assignments
for the outfield are
combination, Kevin Kidd, who
in
question
at
this time. Frank
gained some previous college
experience at Chowan College, Hoak, a freshman, has one of the
has a good bat as well as a rifle spots nailed down (probably
arm from the shortstop position. center). Hoak is a good stick at
The most solid infielder, the plate, and possesses a
according to McAdams is Gary shotgun arm. Battling for the
Reese, who will be playing third other two spots are Doug Curry,
base. A freshman, Reese is an Paul Parker, Wiley Myrick and
excellent fielder at the hot Tom Mahone. All have shown
corner, who can handle the bat signs of potential in practice.
Rounding out the lancer squad
quite adequately, also. Lynn
are
Dean Kellison, a catcher,
Dyer is the lancer catcher. Dyer
Brian Johnson, a third baseman,
and Steve McCara, a shortstop.
Coach McAdams faces the
normal problems one would
expect for an athletic program in
its first year. Depth and
experience are the main
problems the LC skipper must
contend with. With an all out
Take a Blood or Breath Test, effort from what he does have,
which carries a penalty of however, McAdams feels that his
mandatory loss of licence for 90 team can be very respectable in
its inaugural season.
days, if convicted.
Drivers charged with DUI
may, on request, be eligible to
participate in a driver education
and-or alcohol treatment or
(Continued from page 5)
rehabilitation program
conducted by VASAP. The case read their winning lyrics Friday
may then be placed on probation during the assembly.
before final sentencing.
Sixth graders are planning a
Eligibility factors include display of creative slides,
willingness of the defendant to coupled with original music
comply with provisions of the compositions for Monday, April
court order, prior record and 3. The children have expressed
arrest circumstances and an emotion in art and will
availability of the defendant to compose a musical composition
complete an assigned program. to coincide with that emotion.
Different programs include
"The children are learning to
classroom sessions, group select an instrument that has a
discussions,
professional certain timbre to create a mood
evaluation or sessions involving or emotion," said
Mrs.
other members of your family, McCanless.
failure to attend all scheduled
Concluding
the
special
sessions is a violation of the activities on Tuesday, April 4 will
conditions of probation and be a film presentation to be
requires court action.
delivered by Mrs. Wall. The film
Also those entering the vocuses on an outdoor experience
program are assigned to a DUI in which those children who have
case manager, who prepares a been studying magic and
statement for the court.
primitive
man
have
choreographed a ritualistic
dance in worship of trees.
Accompanying music will be
produced by hand made original
natural instruments.
Wrapping up the "Arts Are
Basic Month" will be a week long
exhibit of art work by the elective
art class. The class has been
studying basic photography and
drawing.

VASAP Helps Drunk
Drivers
B) IH.BBIENORTHERN
Recently the VASAP Van made
an appearance at LongWOOd to
demonstrate breath test devices
used by the police and bars. They
also distributed information
about drunk driving.

The Virginia Alcohol Safety
Action program is a statewide
program designed to identify and
apprehend excessive drinking
drivers. It also helps these
drivers In offering individual
treatment through education and
rehabilitation.
Participants in VASAP are
persons who have been charged
with Driving Under the
Influence. This charge can be
made by obvservations by the
arresting officer about your
driving behavior or if a bloodalcohol content test reveals a
level of .10 per cent or greater,
Virginia has an
'implied
concept" law, whereby the driver
automatically agrees to a
chemical test for intoxication if
arrested for DU1. If a driver
refuses to take a blood or breath
test, he is charged with Failure to

Goes To Regionals
The
Longwood
College
gymnastics team placed third in
the Virginia Federation of
Intercollegiate Sports for Women
Tournament held at William and
Mary February 26. The LC
gymnasts combined for a total of
118.1 points.
James Madison University
took first place with 131.15 points,
and William and Mary finished
second with 123.30.
Lancers Dede Kirkpatrick,
Debbie Harrison, and Claire
Gilless qualified as individuals
for the Region II Tournament to

be held in Ixmisville, Kentucky,
March 10-11. Ixmgwood's team
score in the state competition has
qualified the team as well for
regionals.
As one of the twelve teams
from the five states composing
Region II of the AIAW, IxHigwood
faced challenging competition in
the regional tournament held this
weekend. LC Coach Ruth Budd
expected the team to do well,
however, noting that I/>ngwood
finished less than four points
behind Georgia College, ranked
19th in the nation, in a recent
meet at East Carolina.

Campus School

Hank Dahlman

Colleen Russell tests machine which tells potential drivers how
much alcohol is on their breath.
Photo b- Debbie Northern

Gymnastics Team

(Continued from Page 4)
"I need some time every day to
be by myself and think. If I don't,
I'll wake up tense the next day.
It's a part of knowing yourself."
"It helps me appreciate real
beauty. People don't notice real
beauty anymore. They don't look
at the blue sky, they pollute it.
They don't care about other
people, they kill them."

lacrosse practices had to be moved indoors due to the rain, the
team's first game is tommorow against Mary Washington. A feature
story on the team will appear after break.
photo by Jackie Steer
S-UN CALENDER OF EVENTS
Mon., March 13 Ascent of Man Series Free
AB Rooms
The Majestic Clockwork
Tues., March 14
Jarman
Thurs., March 16

Fashion Show

7:30 P. M.

Free

8:00 P.M.

Mixer — "Standing Room Only"
8:00-12:00 L.D.Hall
L.C. Students—Free
Guests -$1.00

Thurs., March 30
Black Jack Bluegrass Band
8:00 P.M.
Snack Bar
Fri., March 31

Barry Drake
Gold Room

Free

Free

8:00 P.M.

r
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Demythologizing Going Into The Woods
By GEORGE STONIKINIS, JR. dreaded "whatever-it-is" is
waiting for you to appear. You
Yep, this is one of those kind of are absolutely justified in your
articles. You know, the type that fears.
All those "bugaboos" are out
removes some irrational fear so
that you no longer have any there and their numbers and
reason to refrain from doing influence increase the more you
something you don't want to do in read and go to the movies. Why,
the first place; like walking into the special effort you have to
the woods.
make to discover they even exist
Venturing into the wilderness is a testament to their
conjures bizarre fears which just elusiveness. Thank God for the
begin with anxiety about rabid creative, they have introduced
animals or lurking perversions of more healthy nail-biting fear into
nature. Generally, no logic can our lives than campfire story
dispell the feelings that somehow tellers. More than anything, all
Bigfoot's habitat-range has this fright must have a basis and
expanded to include just where has to exist or the quality of
you are, or extraterrestrial life wilderness is lost.
forms will choose just that time
A number of techniques may be
and place to set down in front of employed to combat such fears.
you. Whatever the cue provided First, everything comes out at
by the latest novel, movie, or night so nocturnal visitations into
horror tale it is sure to constitute the woods should be limited. If
a sufficient foundation for you must spend the night in the
absolute certainty that the wilderness, always remember

the warmer the sleeping bag the
less you have to fear. If the
sleeping bag can be pulled over
your head threat of attack or
encroachment is especially
minimized. Substantial tents or
mobile campers eliminate
anxieties entirely. There is
something
in
all
this
interpretation about a return to
the womb, but we won't go into
that now.
Second, do not attempt to
scientifically analyze the element
of stress. A good example of this
is snakebite. This year you have
one chance in two hundred
thousand of being bitten and one
chance in twenty million of dying
of snakebite. Now this scientificappraisal makes you no less
skeptical of snakes; if it did,
you'd probably be the turkey who
got bitten.
Third, venture out in numbers;
take other people along. It's a

plain and simple fact that uglies
are repelled by crowds. "Lions,
and tigers, and bears, oh my!";
are quickly dispersed by large
congregations of folks tramping
through the underbrush. Seldom,
if ever, have large groups sighted
the likes of the abominable
snowman, Ix>ch Ness Monster,
enraged pumas, or man eating
deers. The group may also try
holding hands.
There are other techniques for
enhanced security one could use
like whistling, carrying weapons,
wearing coordinated attire, and
being armed with an ever-ready
camera to record the anticipated
assault. But, these approaches
require more advanced skills and
should be used only by the more
experienced outdoorsman.
Now, what is the lesson
learned? If there isn't the least
little bit of anxiety or

apprehension in your outings
then you must be on a picnic.
Healthy fear and cautious
trepidation must characterize
your style as you mark time in
the wilderness; or you must
realize the world holds no further
wonder or unknowns for you. So,
if you can't face challenge then
relegate yourself to the more
mundane world of nailing up
paneling or cleaning the oven
Thrill is what you seek'.' Then.
psyche yourself out; go ahead
and make a real adventure out of
life. Risk yourself and prepare to
meet "whatever" waits for you.
for the more dreaded and bizarre
they be the more self aware and
enriching your experience The
great French Grand Prix driver,
.lean Behra, once said: "Only
those who do not move, do not
die; but are they not already
dead?"

Revised Schedule

SPORTS

<mm

Unrevised schedules were printed in last week's issue of The
Rotunda in men's and women's golf and baseball Pleas*' note that the
men's baseball game scheduled for April II will be played April 2!,
with no changes in time or place. Also, a game with Hampden-Sydnev
will beheld April 8at 1:30. This will be a double header at home. At a
later date we will list the rescheduled time and place of the match-up
with Hampden-Sydney scheduled for March 5.
The corrected men's and women's golf schedules are below.

WOMEN'S GOLF
MARCH
22
UNC-CH
A
Chapel Hill, N.C.
1:00p.m.
23-25
Duke Invitational
A
Durham, N.C.
3da>
30
Mary Washington
A
Fredericksburg '2.0(1
.lames Madison University
APRIL
4
UNC-C, UNC-C, Mary Washington.
William And Mary
H
Ix)ngwood
12:00
fi-8
Virginia-Carolina Team Match
A
Lynchburg
3 da>
13-15
James Madison Invitational
A
Harrison bur g
3da\
19
Hollins College
II
Sweet Briar College
liOiigwood
12:00

White Water Weekend
Petersburg, W. Va.
April 1,2
Canoe Races • Camping • Hiking
"In the shadows of Seneca Rocks
LOG is going !

Are you ?

Watch the Daily Bulletin

MEN'S GOLF

17

MARCH
W
Averett
II
I»ngwood
l:30p.n.
Tentative Greensboro,Va.Wesleyan
30

Golf Team
Going Against
Top Teams

A

"2:30 p.m

A

UNC-C
Fredericksburg
12:00
APRIL
4
Mary Washington
H
Ixmgwood
'2:00
7-9
Va. State Tournament
A
Hot Springs
12

By DEBBIE NORTHERN
The lancer women's golf team
will be traveling to University of
North Carolina and Duke on
March 22-26. The golfers will be
up against the top 15 teams in the
country while competing at
Duke. *
Coach Barbara Smith said that
the team was "looking forward to
playing the top teams" and she
feels that they will do well. Her
only worry was that the team has
not had time to practice since the
weather has been unfavorable.
But this condition has been
prevalent over the whole east
coast.
Team members this spring are
Janet Clements, Debra Hood,
Frisbee enthusiasts took advantage of the Spring-like weather on Kay Smith, Deanna Vanwey, and
Sunday.
Photo by Debbie Northern Becky Webb.
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Note: on March 30 and April 4 both teams 1 men and women 1 will lx
playing Mary Washington College.

Fencers 3rd In Regional*
By JANET HKATH
The •\swordfighting gals"
attended Kegionals which were
held at George Mason University
on March 4. The I-ancers did an
excellent job against some rather
stiff competition. I.ongwood
placed 3rd in the competition,
being defeated only by Johns
Hopkins and Navy. The top two

schools will attend the Nationals
which
will
be
held
at
Pennsylvania. For a beginning
team, the gals had a good season
and LongWOOd should be proud of
them
Coach Sally Bush commented
that the fencers for this season
were enjoyable and worked
together well as a team.
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Faculty Votes
< ontinued from Page 1)
Each member thought up their
own concepts and the committee
looked at other college's General
Education Requirements. At one
time the committee thought
about bringing in the National
Endowment for the Humanities,
but this idea was rejected.
The preliminary proposals
were brought to the January 31
faculty meeting, where faculty
members were allowed to
comment on them. I-ater, a group
session with 50 to 60 faculty
members met to discuss the
requirements. There was a
concern
expressed
that
basics were necessary, as was
macimum flexibility for the
students, meaning having basic
requirements and electives in
General Education. Also, there
was a
discussion
about
mterdisiplinary courses.
Miss Bishop stated that the
( (immittee "spent a great deal of
time" debating many points and
talking to "a lot of people in many
areas." As Miss Bishop stated in
her preliminary statement at the
March 6 meeting, "General
Education is based on those
studies known as the liberal
Arts, which embrace the broad
areas of the Humanities
including Philosophy, Literature,
and the fine arts, and of
communication
including
grammar, composition and
speech, mathematics, natural
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sciences
(physical
and
biological) and the social and
behavior sciences."
The Ad Hoc Committee was
interested in finding what was
best for students and faculty.
They felt that an increase in the
amount of General Education
requirements could occur
without hardships and would not
limit the electives outside a
students
own
major
requirements.
Miss Bishop felt the Committee
was concerned with giving the
students opportunity to become
well educated and familiar with
essentials. Miss Bishop said her
Committee had done a good job
and was very positive. She
believed that there will probably
be another review soon, but this
Ad Hoc Committee was desolved
by Dean Carolyn Wells in the
March 6 faculty meeting.
(See page 4 for sections of
Proposed Revisions which
passed.)

Miss Longwood
(Continuedfrom Page 1)
Lyndi's most memorable
experience was when she won the
title of Miss Congeniality in the
National Tobacco Festival. Of
this experience she said "It was
truly rewarding and I'll always
cherish it." She was greatly
influenced by the current Miss
Virginia.
Tern
Barlett.
According to Lyndi, "The
greatest way to achieve is to have
belief in yourself." To Miss
IxHigwood 1978 Lyndi's words of
wisdom are "Remember to be
yourself at all times because you
are an ambassador of Ixwgwood
wherever you go."
Following Lyndi's enlightening
speech the girls modeled
swimsuits. After which Lyndi and
Charlie sang "Southern Nights."
Next was the modeling of the
evening gowns.
While waiting for the judges'
decision, Charlie and Lyndi
provided the audience with jokes
and encores of "Riders To The
Stars," "Southern Nights," and
"Isn't She Lovely.'' The
entertainment was furthered by
Lyndi singing "Cabret," her
winning talent for the Pageant of

1977.
After a nerve-racking 20
minute delay, the judges reached
their decisions.
The Most Talented Finalist
Award went to Jill Zeavin. The
second runner up was Patricia
Shirey and the First Runner Up
was Linda Kulp.
The new Miss Ix>ngwood 1978 is
- Miss Kim Turnbull. So, amidst
tears of joy and screams of
ecstasy, Miss Ix)ngwood 1978 took
the first steps of her career.
Among the gifts bestowed upon
the contestants were $500 to Miss
I/)ngwood, $300 to 1st runner up,
$150 to 2nd runner up and gifts
from some of the Farmville
merchants. The money awarded
to the girls will be credited to
their tuition here at Ix>ngwood.
Special thanks goes out to all
those who helped to make the
pageant a success. Especially the
pit band composed of John
Hudson. Andy Pittard, Pam
"C.B." Brown, E. B. Mears,
Michael Tubb, and Susan
Bernard.

CARTER'S
FLOWER SHOP
711 W. 3rd. St.
Farmville, Va.
"Your Flower
Headquarters"
MCAT(DATl
PREPARATION COURSE
April 1 & 2: 9:00 A.M. - HOO
P. M.
Holiday Inn. 301 W. Franklin
St.. Richmond. Va.
$100 Tuition
Includes all books and
materials.No extra charge to
repeat course
Register now

Call collect

[301)889-9171
Write for information:
MCAT Preparation Course
MOO Napoleon Way
Gaithersburg.Md. 20700
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